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to throw him into a ... b’sd the life of rabbi mordechai berger z”l a story of ... - the life of rabbi
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hashem tells avrohom to leave his city of choran and his father's one day, hashem tells avrohom to leave his
city of choran and his father's home and go to the land of cana’an, which is what we call now eretz yisroel. daf
notes is currently being dedicated to the neshamot of ... - moshe raphael ben yehoshua (morris
stadtmauer) o”h tzvi gershon ben yoel (harvey felsen) o”h may the studying of the daf notes be a zechus for
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ethnographic impulse marking 100 years since s. an-sky’s expedition, this conference brings together scholars
and collectors of jewish ethnography from the former soviet union, israel, england, and north america to
discuss their predecessors’ endeavors and to share their work. an international conference february 17-18,
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rides through life on auto-pilot, responding to circumstance based on how they feel, then their future is
mapped out already. their course through life has been charted. it is a life of cause and effect, which, for one
who understands how, is entirely predictable. it's like a ball in a frictionless pinball machine. if you know the
starting acceleration and mass of the ball ... ambassador holy land - teshura - “fear of g-d is his treasure” .
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rebbe instructed the maturing young man that the time had come to search for a suitable marriage partner.
soon after, reb ephraim metpessia pariz. her father, reb avrohom pariz, a man widely known as a passionate
and zealous chossid, was many ... make peace and greet moshiach - torah - crying as he told the
students, "my entire life i wanted to great moshiach. i now feel that i won't have i now feel that i won't have
this merit; i don't feel that i'll live much longer.
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